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Building a Cob House for $7000

How to Build a Cob House
A $7,000 Dream House Made of Earth
BY LINDA EGENES

Lin and Hap Mullenneaux built their 400 square foot cob home in Fairfield with the
help of friends and family.

Lately, my friends Hap and Lin Mullenneaux have been building a cob (earthen) home with their
hands—and their feet.
One June morning I rise early and make my way to their daily “cobbing” party, mixing earth from
their own land to create massive 18-inch walls. Already the walls are a few feet high, sitting on a
limestone foundation. The house will be small, with 400 square feet of livable space including a loft
bedroom.
I’m the first one to arrive, so I get a little tour. Ten months earlier, Hap and Lin purchased a $700
camper on eBay, parked it on this acreage on the southern edge of Abundance Eco-Village in
Fairfield, and moved in. They planted trees, built a hoop greenhouse that serves as an open-air
garden in summer, and constructed a three-sided shed for their outdoor kitchen, shower, and
workshop. For bathing, they catch rainwater from the shed’s roof in a 350-gallon plastic tank, then
pump and heat it with a Coleman camper shower.
The place bursts with rustic charm. Nasturtiums, roses, and morning glories are blooming. The green
prairie swells in gentle hills, and the air feels fresh, light.
Then we start mixing cob, as that’s what Hap and Lin do these days.
“It’s about two buckets of clay and two and a half buckets of sand,” Lin explains as she dumps first
sand, then clay subsoil, and finally water on top of a tarp. We mash it with our feet. It’s smooth and
cool and squishy. I follow her in a tight circle, slapping my feet in a happy, rhythmic dance.
After about a minute of foot mashing (Lucille Ball mashing grapes comes to mind), we grab the end
of the tarp and roll half the clay on top of the other half, like a burrito, and start mashing again.
Sometimes more water is added, and when the clay is ready, Lin sprinkles straw across the top and
we mash that in too.
Other friends join us as the sun climbs higher, and now there are three tarps of clay burritos.
“Part of the appeal for this kind of building is that it involves community,” says Lin, “when your
friends and family help build your home.” Hap and Lin have an abundant supply—they have raised
five children in this town, and with their grandchildren and Hap’s mother, Dorothy Beal, their
extended family spans four generations. Now in their 50s, Hap and Lin are the kind of people who live
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a simple, generous life and make friends wherever they go.
Soon we are grabbing the clay mixture with our hands and forming them into cobs. “Cob means
‘lump,’ ” says Lin in her quiet voice. With her strong hands (Lin works as a masseuse at the Raj
Ayurveda Health Center), she teaches me how to pack the clay-straw mixture into dense balls the
size of a small cantaloupe.
We have a big pile of cobs now, or at least Lin does—she’s managed to create three times what I
have. The burrito has disappeared.
“Now comes my grandchildren’s favorite part,” says Lin. We form a human chain and toss the cobs
from person to person in a rhythmical motion until the cob reaches Hap, who slaps it on the top of
the wall.
Hap says the idea is to merge the cobs into a solid earthen mass. “Some people use a level, I do it
mostly by eye,” he says.
He’s buried a sturdy pine sapling log called a deadman into the wall. “This is what we’ll hang the
shelves on. Of course, we’ll probably wish we’d made a lot more, but as you can tell, we’re not so
much the plan-ahead types. We let it unfold as it wants to.”
Hap smiles, his blue eyes bright under his sun hat, and you can tell he’s in his element, having the
time of his life.
A Feel for Cobs
Cob building has been used for centuries in Europe but is relatively unknown in the U.S. In the
summer of 2007, Hap and Lin journeyed to Oregon to learn cob building at the Cob Cottage
Company, the home of Ianto Evans and Linda Smiley. They are the major force promoting cob
building around the globe.
Besides their workshop in Oregon, Hap and Lin visited traditional cob cottages in England, where the
technique has been used for centuries. There they met the renowned British cob builders Adam
Weismann and Katy Bryce. Their book Using Natural Finishes provided valuable formulas for
plastering and lime-washing the cottage.
In addition to their training and their books, Hap and Lin rely on intuition, trial-and error, and the feel
of clay and sand and straw under their fingers and toes. “When you use living natural materials like
this, they tell you what to do,” says Hap.
Now they hope to inspire and teach others to build their own homes with natural materials. Hap is the
treasurer of the Sustainable Living Coalition, which is creating a campus adjacent to the Mullenneaux
homestead. It will include a center for learning about sustainable living and courses such as Lonnie
Gamble’s Big Green Summer program and, of course, natural building. Already, some of the
volunteers on the Mullenneaux house are starting their own cob building projects in Fairfield.
An Affordable Dream Home
I stop by a few more times that summer, then suddenly it’s October and my husband and I bike to
the Mullenneaux place. A lot has changed. The walls look fluffy as marshmallows. The cob has been
covered with a render that includes fresh cow dung to provide a more water-resistant finish.
With a pristine-white lime-plaster finish, a steep green metal roof to catch rainwater and a periwinkle
blue door, it’s a fairytale cottage.
“Hap wanted the door to be the color of morning glories,” says Lin. The morning glories have climbed
to the top of the arches over the garden and Hap’s mother Dorothy and her husband Bill Beal have
planted a beautiful garden of their own, next to the camper where they have lived this summer.
Dorothy shows us the roped-off square marking the home they plan to build next year.
But the cottage, the cottage. It’s a cozy, magical place, with a winding staircase to the wooden loft
where the bed already rests, and two small baskets for socks and sleepwear are the only other
furniture. Pine saplings, cut as dead wood by Hap from a nearby forest, form rustic beams
downstairs. The partially plastered interior walls feel smooth and cool as stone. A wood stove sits in
the northwest corner, cob benches create a window seat under the south windows.

Lin and Hap took the time to beautifully sculpt and finish the interior of their tiny but
charming home. (photo by Gabe Walker)

The sunlight and crisp fall air flood through the doors and windows. I don’t have the feeling that I
often have on such a perfect day, that I just have to get outside. It feels like I already am outside.
Without the buzz of electricity (a single wire on the north wall, to be used for charging their
computer, will eventually be powered by solar panels), I feel the kind of euphoria I often feel when
visiting Amish families, who also live without electricity.
“The experience of building this house was completely different than the home we built ten years
ago,” says Hap. “I don’t remember feeling so vibrant at the end of the process like I do now. These
materials are alive.”
Hap shows us the tube that will bring cool air from the earth into a wooden cabinet under the dining
table to refrigerate food. They will use lanterns and candles for light. For bathing they will heat
rainwater caught from the roof on their stove, and are looking for a small sitting tub that requires
very little water for a hot bath.
“This is an experiment,” says Hap. “To see what it takes to really live sustainably, to not be hooked
up to electricity or city water. When a million gallons of rain water fall on each acre of land in Iowa,
why do we need to be hooked up to a water supply?”
With only a week left before their projected move-in date on the full moon, Hap is finishing some
carpentry work and Lin is smoothing plaster on the north interior wall. The plaster is made from
kaolin clay, sifted sand, straw, wheat paste, and the magic ingredient—cattail fiber collected from a
ditch earlier that day. One of Lin’s co-workers, John Pielemeier, drops by to help. He is one of over 50
people who have come to help and to learn over the course of the summer.
The cost of their dream house? They estimate $7,000. “And half of that was in the windows and
roof,” adds Hap.
Early on, they made a decision not to go into debt for the house. The money saved on rent has
covered the cost of building. In addition, friends have donated building materials, too many to list,
and, best of all, free labor.
Lin’s eyes tear when she talks about the people who have given so generously of their time to help
them realize their dream. “We’ve been humbled and awed by the degree of volunteer help we’ve
received.”
She tells how last month they were about to sell their car to buy the wood stove. She was reluctant
to do that; having taken so many family trips in the car, it was a part of the family. Then their friends
offered their old woodstove.
“It’s been empowering,” says Lin, “to see how everything is taken care of. We are starting to feel like
the lilies of the field.”
Hap says the house itself is a gift. “With materials coming out of the ground, with labor coming from
so many wonderful friends and family, it’s a tremendous blessing that we’ve received. It feels like a
miracle.
See more photos taken while building was in progress at Hap and Lin's Cob House Journal.
Linda Egenes is a Fairfield-based freelance writer and author of Visits with the Amish: Impressions of
the Plain Life, which will be back in print by the University of Iowa Press in spring 2009.
Visit the index for more articles on home and garden.
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written by Delbe, May 05, 2013

I have been thumbing through several books on how to build a cob. Your home is great! I think you
show with having to resurface one side of the outside due to moisture damage, is the need to create
a really good overhang at the roof line and maybe limit the cob to a single story. I'm glad i found
your site, otherwise I may have been tempted to use the light weight stucco, in my research stucco
is not recommended for the cob, just a really nice overhang. Nonetheless, NICE JOB! Can't wait to
start mine.
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written by Jeffrey!, October 17, 2012
It's really great to see someone building cob houses that are a bit less hobbit styled and a little
more conventional.
Cob houses in the south of England don't look entirely different from other houses.
Great job!
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written by camera auctions, June 06, 2011
How fascinating this couple are building their dream house with that small amount of money.
vote up
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written by Lazarus Wolf, March 06, 2011
I love alternative homes. So went to Cob Cottage Company after an invitation
from them to come up for the open house in 2010.
Went to Cob Cottage Company and was shocked at how
awful Ianto Evans treats people.
In my opinion, learn from anyone but Cob Cottage Company.
http://www.lazaruswolf.com/cobcottagecult.html
vote up
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written by Therese , December 05, 2010
Ahhhh such bliss. Glad to see that people are building cob homes in Fairfield.

My dream home.

Also great to see that it's Linda that wrote this charming article. Thanks for taking the time to share
this story Linda.

It brings joy to my heart.
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written by E.M.S., November 29, 2010
Cute but $7,000.!!!! Really. Sheezzzz... I'd think you could do at least 800 sq.ft. for that much
money.
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written by thom, May 12, 2010
@ Uncle B (2008 comment)
The post Republican/Democratic Depression sees a 100% increase in militarized police forces, cash
is illegal and Monsanto owns all the seed. Longer prison terms for bartering tax dodgers, no work

for those that want it. The 5% of Americans who can afford 9.00 a gallon gas will only pay the rest
illegal field wages for the services they need and those of us who have to work will cut each others'
throat to get. When food became to expensive for the poor because of ethanol production the
inner-city blight moved out into the sub-burbs and on with their 9mm's and AK's. Meanwhile the
SWAT teams go from house to house enforcing the Executive Orders signed into law by Carter,
Reagan, Bush, Clinton while America committed adultery, watched porn or rolled another doobi.
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written by Candace, May 28, 2009
Building a house like this has been a dream of mine for the last 5 years. I am constantly looking for
new websites to learn more about it, which is how I came across this one. My goal is to live totally
off-grid, and be self-reliant here in Iowa. It warms my heart to know that someone has built a cob
house successfully in Iowa. It gives me hope that one day, some time in the future I may be able to
as well.
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written by john, May 24, 2009
Great blog post! I love learning about this online as gardening/landscaping are not only hobbies of
mine but I actually do a little bit of work like that during the summer months as a second job. I
appreciate your content in your blog and wish that you would keep up the good work
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written by Paulo Sérgio Rolim de Paula, April 05, 2009
It´s been my dream since I first saw the picture of a cob house...I just want to have a house made
of cob as well...Yours is really charming! Thanks for sharing with us all such a lovely view!!!
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written by Jeremie, February 22, 2009
This is my wife and I someday.I took the complete cob 08 workshop at The Cob Cottage Company.
We live in Portland, OR for now. We hope to find land to build on in the outskirts if not close into the
city. My wife is a Nurse at the V.A. Hospital so unless we find another city with a good sized V.A. to
move near we have to stay within 1 hour of the city. A land trust agreement with a wealthy person
with to much land and not enough people to help, is what we are looking for. I can see an older
couple with between 10 and 20 acres to land trust out about 2 acres.
It's all about community!
Cob Man
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written by Oliver, February 17, 2009
You can find other self built natural homes like this one, including other cob homes, on the
naturalhomes.org map. Enjoy.
Votes: +4
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written by Liza, February 08, 2009
This warms the cockles of my heart! Wish I had some help to build a house like this!
Votes: +2
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